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Abstract
We analyzed the use of RefSNP (rs) numbers to identify genetic variants in abstracts of human
genetic association studies published from 2001 through 2007. The proportion of abstracts
reporting rs numbers increased rapidly but was still only 15% in 2007. We developed a web-based
tool called Variant Name Mapper to assist in mapping historical genetic variant names to rs
numbers. The consistent use of rs numbers in abstracts that report genetic associations would
enhance knowledge synthesis and translation in this field.

Discussion
By identifying millions of single nucleotide polymor-
phisms (SNPs), high-throughput genotyping technology
has dramatically boosted the yield of genetic association
studies [1]. Translating these data into useful health infor-
mation depends on systematic review and knowledge syn-
thesis [2]. However, the inconsistent description of key
data elements – such as gene names, gene variant names,
and measures of association – makes retrieval of pub-
lished information challenging. Names for genes and pol-
ymorphisms are particularly problematic because
historical or common names have often been used instead
of standard nomenclature [3,4], particularly in candidate
gene association studies.

The National Library of Medicine (NLM) provides free
access via PubMed [5] to the most comprehensive reposi-
tory of biomedical literature abstracts in the world. Thus,
the efficiency and sensitivity of scientific literature
searches, as well as the robustness of computerized proc-
esses for data and text mining, depend closely on the way
that information is presented in PubMed abstracts. By

using standard names for genes and genetic variants in
published abstracts, authors can increase the accessibility,
utility, and influence of their findings.

The Human Genome Epidemiology (HuGE) Navigator is
an integrated and searchable knowledge base of human
genetic associations that have been extracted from
PubMed weekly since 2001 by a combination of auto-
matic and manual processes [6]. The curator indexes each
new abstract with the relevant HUGO gene symbol(s) [4],
so that users can perform gene-specific queries that can
also accommodate gene aliases or protein names. For sys-
tematic review and synthesis of gene-disease associations,
more specific data – at the level of the genetic variant – are
required. The National Center for Biotechnology Informa-
tion (NCBI) has developed the SNP database (dbSNP) [7]
as a central repository for SNPs and other genetic variants,
each of which is identified by a unique reference cluster
number (rs number).

We examined with the HuGE Navigator trends in the
reporting of gene variants and odds ratios in PubMed
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abstracts that were published from 2001 through 2007 (N
= 27,132). Overall, 6.3% of abstracts reported rs numbers;
27% reported odds ratios. The proportion of abstracts
reporting rs numbers increased substantially (from 1% to
17%) during this period, while the proportion reporting
odds ratios remained fairly steady (Fig. 1). Abstracts for
genome-wide association studies were more likely than
other genetic association studies to include rs numbers
(42%) and odds ratios (40%). Conversely, we selected a
random 2% sample of all of the extracted PubMed
abstracts for hand searching and found that almost all
(91%) included common or historical genetic variant
names. Matching these common names to the corre-
sponding rs numbers would greatly aid in retrieval and
synthesis of genetic association data.

To facilitate the mapping of historical names for genetic
variants to their rs numbers, we developed a searchable,
web-based database called Variant Name Mapper [8]. This
database contains historical names matched with their
corresponding rs numbers. These data have been extracted
from multiple open-access databases, including:
SNP500Cancer [9], SNPedia [10], pharmGKB [11],
ALFRED [12], AlzGene [13], PDGene [14], SZgene [15],
and LSDBs [16], as well as from our own curated data

from the HuGE Navigator. User submissions are also wel-
come. In the Variant Name Mapper, the user is able to
search by historical (common) name of the polymor-
phism, by rs number, or by gene information (including
gene symbol, gene name, and gene alias). The display
information includes rs number, common/historical pol-
ymorphism names, gene-centered information, and a list-
ing of the data sources [Figure 2]. We evaluated the tool's
mapping capacity by entering the common names for
genetic variants included in the 2% sample of abstracts
described above. Overall, 62% of common names could
be mapped to an rs number by using the Variant Name
Mapper. This low return may be due to the heterogenous
nature of the common names and limitations of the data
sources. The content of the database will be continually
improved and expanded as new data sources become
available.

Genome-wide bioinformatics tools, such as HapMap [17]
and the UCSC Genome Browser [18], are most useful to
researchers for mining genomic information when data
can be linked at the variant level. The Human Genome
Variation Society (HGVS) has proposed a comprehensive
and systematic nomenclature for the description of
genetic variants [19]. The combination of dbSNP acces-

Trends in the percentage of abstracts reporting odds ratios and rs numbers for gene variants, HuGE Navigator database, 2001–2007Figure 1
Trends in the percentage of abstracts reporting odds ratios and rs numbers for gene variants, HuGE Navigator 
database, 2001–2007.
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sion identifiers (rs numbers) with HGVS nomenclature
will be beneficial for standardization. The use of standard
nomenclatures (e.g., HUGO for genes, dbSNP for gene
variants) and systematic reporting of statistics (e.g., odds
ratios) in published abstracts would represent an evolu-

tionary advance in information integration and retrieval,
which are the first steps in translating genomic research.
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A screenshot of the Variant Name MapperFigure 2
A screenshot of the Variant Name Mapper.
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